**New Duke University Libraries Collection**

Duke Libraries' new "Witness to Guantanamo" Collection contains 149 interviews with Guantanamo Bay detainees, their family members, guards, attorneys, interpreters, interrogators, advocates, journalists, and more. This new collection is the most comprehensive collection of stories on Guantanamo Bay ever assembled.

**Highlights the Impacts of Guantanamo Bay**

New Duke University Libraries Collection

You can submit both short and long form pieces to Dignity for publication. The deadline for long-form scholarly submissions to Dignity is February 1st, and short-form content submissions are accepted on a rolling basis. Dignity is a student run undergraduate human rights journal that seeks to showcase a broad spectrum of human rights scholarship from students across the UNC system.

**Dignity: An Undergraduate Human Rights Journal**

- Dignity will offer this new minor. The capstone will be a resettlement and would pair especially well with the IGS concentration in Human Rights. This new program is a great chance for IGS students to gain experience with refugee CNNC's work.

**New minor for Fall 2022:**

Starting in Fall 2022 students can enroll in the Forced Migration and Resettlement Studies minor through the Peace and Conflict Studies Department. Read on for more information!

**Resettlement Studies minor through the Peace and Conflict Studies Department.**

- Starting in Fall 2022 students can enroll in the Forced Migration and Resettlement Studies minor through the Peace and Conflict Studies Department.

**For more information**

- For more information on these hybrid events, contact Dr. John Stehlin @ jgstehli@uncg.edu
- Go to studyabroad.uncg.edu to learn more! Fall applications are due Feb. 15th and March 1st is the deadline for summer.

**IGS Faculty and Staff Office Hours Fall 2021**

**Virtually and in person at Foust 103 G Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10-11**
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